BED for living
THE Swiss DESIGNER SOFA-BED COLLECTION FROM SWISS PLUS ag

Dear valued customer
SWISS PLUS AG was founded in 1998 with a clear vision: to build well-designed, highly
durable furniture that can withstand day-to-day use thanks to its exquisite quality.
We have continued to evolve, our furniture has changed over time and our product range
has grown as well. Nevertheless, we remain true to our principles – and this is what has
made us so successful. We have been specialists in the design of sofa-beds from the
very beginning. A complex piece of furniture that must meet several needs all at once:
aesthetics, quality and perfection for both uses – as a bed and as a sofa.
With each new innovation, we also encounter new challenges: proportions must be well
balanced, mechanical elements and wheels should be concealed – and the furniture must
have an elegant, delicate look that is harmonious with a wide range of surroundings.
And ultimately we are eager to impress our customers with Swiss quality and the utmost
comfort. Our awards reflect our success in this respect: we received the Interior Innovation
Award Selection for the DOPPIO in 2007 and for the CENTO-60 in 2014.
We are pleased to know you are interested in our products and hope you enjoy them.
SWISS PLUS AG
Jörg Keller

The Collection
Jörg Keller, founder and proprietor
of SWISS PLUS AG

High quality designer sofa-beds: this is where we are in our element. Whether you’re
kicking back and relaxing, or just need a good night’s rest, a SWISS PLUS sofa-bed is
designed to combine attractive aesthetics with perfect functionality. The SWISS PLUS
designer team works to create a cultivated elegance – and excellent quality of sleep
thanks to the partnership with Bico AG, the leading mattress manufacturer in Switzerland.

The foam-core mattress with its breathable, washable sleep
pad and the slatted frame are the visible and tangible result
of our exclusive partnership with Bico AG. The ultimate
benefit is that you need just a single piece of furniture for
comfortable seating and restful sleep.
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The popular design classic from SWISS PLUS: the BED for LIVING DOPPIO. Nominated for the Interior
Innovation Award in 2007, it has not lost any of its original appeal. During the day, it’s an elegant sofa.
Come nightfall, the top mattress can be turned over, transforming it into a comfortable single bed. When
folded out, it is a spacious bed that sleeps two people. Turning the mattress over ensures hygiene and
provides a very pleasant sleep experience.
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DOPPIO DIMENSIONS

comfortable sleep system. The sleep cover is breathable
and washable. Developed through our partnership with
Bico AG, BED for LIVING SINGOLO ensures the highest
quality of sleep.
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At first glance, the BED for LIVING SINGOLO looks similar to the DOPPIO. The difference becomes clear on closer examination: instead of a second slatted frame, a
retractable metal bed drawer under the seat – or rather under the mattress – provides
10 x 70 x 176 cm of storage space for sheets, duvet and pillows. And as the foamcore mattress is turned over for sleeping, this piece of furniture offers a very hygienic,
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SINGOLO DIMENSIONS

How would you like it?

You choose the look of your DOPPIO or SINGOLO yourself. Both have the same basic design; you can
add cushion and back elements to customise it. Looking for a sophisticated sofa? Or perhaps a stylish
lounger? Maybe a cosy daybed instead? Which feet do you like best? Angular and modern? Classic
and round? Or feet skid?

All covers are available in an endless range of fabrics and leathers. All are removable and
can be dry-cleaned. On request, we can also use your own fabric.
The concept and quality are typical of SWISS PLUS – and the only design limitation is
your own imagination!

the morning you’ll notice that this concept is the work of
professionals. This is because the sleep system with slatted
frame, foam-core mattress and breathable sleeping pad
was developed through our partnership with the experts
at Bico AG – sleeping comfort guaranteed!
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HOCKER DIMENSIONS
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The BED for LIVING HOCKER matches the style of the DOPPIO and SINGOLO, but is much more
compact. It can be transformed into a comfortable single bed: simply unfold the top mattress – done!
The mattress gap is at thigh level when in the sleeping position to ensure an undisturbed night’s rest.
Cushions and back elements can be combined and placed individually. You can also choose between
countless fabric and leather covers – including your own fabric. If you use the HOCKER as a bed, by

Cushions and backrest elements can be individually combined and placed. And if needed, DUETTO can be transformed into a space-saving double bed in just a few simple
steps. With the best sleep quality, thanks to ‘BICO inside’.
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BED for LIVING DUETTO complements the design language of DOPPIO and HOCKER with an exciting
new format. With its generous seat depth and compact width, it becomes its own seating island in the
room, inviting you to relax on its soft upholstery. Just put your feet up and enjoy.
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DUETTO DIMENSIONS
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BED for LIVING DUETTO - DELUXE can be upholstered as
you wish with a fabric or leather from our collections – or
with any other material of your choice. You can choose
from two versions with different cushions.
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BED for LIVING DUETTO - DELUXE corresponds to the DUETTO in its format, but is based on the
slender design language of the DELUXE. With its generous seat depth and compact width, it becomes
its own seating island in the room, inviting you to relax on its soft upholstery. Just put your feet up and
enjoy. And if required, DUETTO - DELUXE can be transformed into a space-saving double bed in just
a few simple steps. With the best sleep quality, thanks to ‘BICO inside’.
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DUETTO-DELUXE DIMENSIONS
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BED for LIVING DUETTO - DELUXE corresponds to the DUETTO in its format, but is based on the
slender design language of the DELUXE. With its generous seat depth and compact width, it becomes
its own seating island in the room, inviting you to relax on its soft upholstery. Just put your feet up and
enjoy. And if required, DUETTO - DELUXE can be transformed into a space-saving double bed in just
a few simple steps. With the best sleep quality, thanks to ‘BICO inside’. You can choose from two
versions with different cushions.
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Version 1

Version 2
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DUETTO-DELUXE DIMENSIONS
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The new BED for LIVING DELUXE reveals a clear, slender design language. Despite its light appearance,
it can be transformed if required into a generous double bed with sleeping comfort from Bico. The elegant frame and generous seat depth provide the pleasure of a comfortable lounge. Designed to the last
detail, BED for LIVING DELUXE is also often used as a striking room divider and eye-catching piece.
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DELUXE DIMENSIONS
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The foam-core mattress together with the
breathable, washable sleeping pad and
double-slatted frame were developed specifically for the CENTO-60 and are the result
of our partnership with Bico AG.
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As the name suggests, the BED for LIVING CENTO-60 is compact, yet still offers a spacious width of
160 cm. In just a few easy manoeuvres, it can be extended into a comfortable double bed. The clever
concept also impressed the jury for the Interior Innovation Award, which included the CENTO-60 in its
selection. To transform it into a bed, the mattress is turned over to meet the essential hygiene requirements of a sleep system.
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CENTO-60 DIMENSIONS
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How would you like it?

The design was developed by SWISS PLUS. Your own personalised design: choose from the numerous
cushion and back elements and place them just where you want them. A choice of aluminium feet and
a wide range of fabric and leather covers from the SWISS PLUS collection (custom fabrics available on
request) give the BED for LIVING CENTO-60 a very personal touch. No matter what design you select

for the CENTO-60, you are sure to sleep wonderfully. This is because the
bed is the result of the collaboration between SWISS PLUS and the sleep
specialists at Bico AG. An additional tailor-made comfort topper is also
available for extra softness when you are in the sleeping position.

You can select various fabric and fine leather covers from
the SWISS PLUS collection (custom fabrics on request).
Various design options are available for the feet skid.
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The BED for LIVING DAYBED is a designer sofa offering true sleeping comfort from Bico AG – and it is
also the SWISS PLUS innovation 2016. The benefits: clear contours and intricate details combined with
functionality create an elegant, distinctive daybed that can be transformed into a full bed with slatted
frame and mattress, all designed with an attention to detail. A quick power nap at the office or a rejuvenating night’s sleep at home: the BED for LIVING DAYBED is sure to meet your needs.
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DAYBED DIMENSIONS
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DIVAN is an elegant three-seater sofa that fits perfectly in your living room. Feel comfortable while
sitting upright or enjoy restful and relaxed sleep. The high floor clearance gives it a light, delicate look.
The hygienic bed system includes two slatted frames, foam-core mattresses and comfortable sleep
pads (washable at 30 °C). It is also available in various fabrics and leather. Some of the covers can be
removed for dry-cleaning.
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DIVAN DIMENSIONS
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The elegant club side table is available in chrome or stainless steel in either 50 cm or 80 cm length. The table surface
is a leather-encased metal panel with the popular decorative stitching, and is available in four colours.
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The elegant SALONE three-seater sofa has been designed with a seat height of 38 cm to provide
comfortable seating and a good night’s sleep. The hygienic bed and sleep system, with slatted frames
on both sides and foam-core mattresses, ensures restful sleep. The comfortable, removable sleeping
pads have a zip fastener and can be washed at 30 °C. Choose between various fabrics or leathers.
Some of the covers can be removed for dry-cleaning.
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SALONE DIMENSIONS
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Details

Extension of the second slatted frame on the DOPPIO and HOCKER reveals an instruction label for the
bed function 1). Instead of a second slatted frame, the SINGOLO has a spacious pull-out metal drawer
for storage 2). The optional upholstered comfort topper with removable sleeping cover can be washed
at 30 °C 3). A breathable, washable sleeping pad ensures a pleasant sleep experience. The multi-layer
foam-core mattress developped with Bico AG, designed for maximum sleeping comfort, is reinforced on

the seat side to ensure comfortable sitting. The surface profiling on the sleeping side provides comfortable
support for the body. Most fabric and leather covers can be removed for dry-cleaning 4).
SWISS PLUS offers a large selection of Italian fabrics and leathers. You can also order custom fabrics for
most models (on request) 5). Back elements are available in chromed steel, stainless steel or with fabric
cover 6).

Details

Options and accessories

Customise your CENTO-60 with shiny feet, bronze mat or grey mat finishes 1). DOPPIO, SINGOLO and
HOCKER are available in a choice of round aluminium feet in grey mat or shiny 2) finishes and feet skid
in stainless steel or chrome 3). DOPPIO and HOCKER can also be fitted with frame feet in stainless
steel or chrome 4). The club side table is available in 50 cm or 80 cm length with a choice of chrome or
stainless steel 5) finish.

The table surface is made of a leather-encased metal panel and is available in four colours. The sophisticated Hocker FUNCTION 6) measures 70 x 80 cm and 45 cm in height, just like the BED for LIVING
pieces – complementing each other perfectly. It features a storage drawer and can be fitted with back
elements, cushions and all types of feet from the BED for LIVING SINGOLO line. The fabric covers can
be removed.

MADE IN SWITZERLAND

Our philosophy

We develop and produce our designer sofa-beds locally in Zurich. Swiss quality is synonymous with
durability: the robust mechanical elements are impeccably designed and the frame is made of high quality
steel. A timeless design and interchangeable fabric covers are all part of our sustainability concept. In
other words, SWISS PLUS sofa-beds are designed to last, to help you enjoy furnishing your interiors
and provide you with comfortable seating and rejuvenating sleep.

Our guarantee

We are very proud of the quality of our products, which is why we offer a 10-year warranty on the steel
frames of our sofa-beds. On request, we also offer a refurbishment service that includes complete
reupholstering, in order to offer you a long-lasting product that will feel like new even after many years
of use.

THE Swiss DESIGNER SOFA-BED COLLECTION FROM SWISS PLUS ag
All our products, including our catalogue, are produced in Switzerland. Swiss Plus AG holds all copyrights,
design rights and other trademark rights. Model and dimensions subject to change. Please refer to our
terms of warranty and assembly instructions.
SWISS PLUS AG, Werdstrasse 2, am Stauffacher, 8004 Zurich,
Tel +41 43 243 89 10, Fax +41 43 243 89 12, auftrag@swissplus.net
swissplus.net, bettsofa.at, sofabed-swiss.co.uk, canape-lit.fr

